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My name is Bernard Embden. Welcome to my Jaguar web site. The total web site consists of 83
links with close to photographs taken over the last 28 years. You can see me physically age
before your eyes smile. This website is ongoing. It's purpose is to provide detailed information
based on my personal experiences while working on, and modifying, an automobile that I have
owned since No routine maintenance procedure is covered unless it differs from the Jaguar
ROM. All links contain detailed photographs. Those of you with dial-up connections will
experience some delay. In some cases, slow dial up connections might not load all links
consistently. When this website was started dial up connections were the norn. This
photograph shows the addition of the later style HE bumpers, Euro headlights with wipers and
starfish wheels. The car continues to evolve as seen in the photographs of this website. I have
photographs and procedures of my modifications and or solutions detailed in separate links
below. Also included are current pictures of my car along with pictures of the person who has
taken many of these photographs over many years. Her name is Samantha. The list I
recommend can be accessed at :. This lists provide the cumulative knowledge of all their list
members, most of whom are knowledgeable helpful people. Also recommended is downloading
and reading Kirby Palm's book. This book chronicles the experiences and solutions primarily
from Jaguar and V discussion lists of Jaguar XJ-S and Jaguar V engine owners worldwide. You
can download his book at :. In addressing the hot start problem that seem to plague almost all
Pre-HE V Jaguars, the single most important modification that I made was the fabrication of a
redesigned fuel rail. Bernard Embden's Home Page. Note: this is a Pre-HE car. This modification
does not apply to the later HE cars where Jaguar designed solutions to address this problem. If
you are interested in my fuel rail fabrication, or any other of my modifications, please access
the appropriate links. Installation of New Radiator and Drain Petcock. Adjusting the Manifold
Pressure Sensor. Installing a Dead Pedal. Adjusting the Differential Pinion Pre-Load. Building an
Engine Support. Relocating The Power Steering Cooler. Removing the Front Suspension Cradle.
Replacing Bottom Engine Gaskets. Replacing Front Suspension Mounts and Bushings.
Upgrading To An Electronic Speedometer. Replacing The Radio. Modifying the Transmission
Mount. Testing and Replacing the Throttle Switch. Fabricating A New Fuse Panel. Replacing The
Main Fuse Box. The Jaguar Mark 2 is a mid-sized luxury sports saloon built from late [3] to by
Jaguar in Coventry , England. The previous Jaguar 2. The Mark 2 was a fast and capable saloon
in line with Sir William Lyons ' s advertising slogan: Grace. Pace , available with all three
versions of the advanced Jaguar XK6 I6 engine, the 2. Production of the 3. There was no direct
successor to the Mark 2 series. The 3. The Jaguar , a more powerful and refined version of the
S-Type, appeared in Both of those models remained in production until late , when the Jaguar
XJ6 appeared, ostensibly replacing and placed rather midway between them and the larger,
more expensive Jaguar Mark X produced since The head of the six-cylinder engine in the Mark 2
had curved ports compared to the straight ports of the E-Type configuration. A direct
conversion into DIN bhp is not possible, but the 3. This compares with the later 4. The
explanation was that the XJ6 4. The camshaft timing and inlet and exhaust valve sizes were the
same for the 2. Later 4. Slender front pillars allowed a wider windscreen, and the rear window
almost wrapped around to the enlarged side windows, now with the familiar Jaguar D-shape
above the back door and fully chromed frames for all the side windows. The radiator grille was
changed, and larger side, tail and fog lamps repositioned. Inside a new heating system was
fitted and ducted to the rear compartment. There was an improved instrument layout that
became standard for all Jaguar cars until the XJ series II of The front suspension geometry was
rearranged to raise the roll centre and the rear track widened. Four-wheel disc brakes were now
standard. Power steering, overdrive or automatic transmissions could be fitted at extra cost.
The car continued to use a live axle at the rear. Some time on or about September the 3. The
was discontinued at that time, but remaining Series 2 parts were used up producing
budget-priced s until April It now had a straight-port type cylinder head and twin HS6 SU
carburettors with a new inlet manifold. The automatic transmission was upgraded to a
Borg-Warner 35 dual drive range. Power steering by Marles Varamatic was now available on the
There was a slight reshaping of the rear body and slimmer bumpers and over-riders were fitted.
The and models retained cost-saving downgrades that had appeared a year earlier in the Mark 2
series. Standard leather upholstery was replaced by Ambla , a leather-like synthetic material,
and tufted carpet was used on the floor. The front fog lamps were replaced with circular vents
and made optional for the UK market. The sales price was reduced to compete with the Rover
TC. Mark 2: 83, produced between and , split as follows: [5]. A touring fuel consumption of
Jaguar also marketed from to a distinctive Daimler version of the Mark 2 branded Daimler 2. In
late it was re-labelled V when the Mark 2 became the Jaguar As well as being significantly more
powerful than the 2. This significant reduction in mass over the front wheels and redistribution
of weight to the rear reduced understeer during hard cornering. These cars were externally

identified by Daimler fluting at the top of the radiator grille and the top of the rear number plate
lamp cover, their smoothness, and the sound of their V8 engine. They were given distinctive
interior fittings. The Mark 2's body lines, derived from the Mark 1, and overall layout proved
sufficiently popular over time to provide an inspiration for the second-generation Jaguar S-Type
, a nostalgia model introduced in The Mark 2 gained a reputation as a capable car among
criminals and law enforcement alike; the 3. The main character, Police Constable Peter Grant, is
forbidden from driving it after he deliberately drives an ambulance into the River Thames. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected from Jaguar Mk2. This article is about the saloon
car. For other uses, see Jaguar II. Motor vehicle. Main article: Daimler The Motor. The Times ,
Friday, 2 Oct ; pg. A to Z British cars â€” Devon, UK: Herridge. The Times , Saturday, 24 Oct ;
pg. Daily Express Review of the Motor Show. London: Beaverbrook Newspapers Ltd. Retrieved
8 November GB Classic Cars. Globe and Mail. Categories : Jaguar vehicles s cars Cars
introduced in Rear-wheel-drive vehicles Touring cars Limousines Sports sedans. Hidden
categories: EngvarB from January Use dmy dates from January Articles with short description
Short description is different from Wikidata Pages using infobox automobile with unknown
parameters All articles with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements from
July Articles with unsourced statements from October Commons category link is on Wikidata.
Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal
Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Jaguar
Mark 2 3. Daimler 2. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Jaguar Mark 2. SS Production
interrupted by World War II. E-Type S2. E-Type S3. Mark 1. Mark 2, , XJ6 S1. XJ6 S2. XJ12 S1.
XJ12 S2. Independent SS Cars Ltd. Independent renamed Jaguar Cars. British Leyland.
Recherche par email. Introuvable dans toute liste noire. Le site est disponible en 38 langues.
Pas mal! Ce site web ne contient aucun certificat SSL. Consultez le site. Autres SSL Whois.
Revue Envoyer revue. Miser au jour. Envoyer revue. Inclure une analyse sur mon site. Pays du
titulaire. Informations de contact administratives. Informations de contact techniques.
Informations sur le domaine. Date expiration. Enregistrement du site web Faible impact.
Jag-lovers - the Jaguar Enthusiasts' premier Internet site. The Premier Jaguar Cars web
resource for all enthusiasts. Web Of Trust 1. Le site jag-lovers. Moz Rank 1. Alexa Total de sites
qui relie Impact moyen. Aime 20 Sahre 68 Commentaires 12 Actions 0 Total des actions dans
facebook Linkedin Faible impact. Partager 6. Partager Pinterest Faible impact. Partager 0. Xing
Faible impact. VKontakte Faible impact. StumbleUpon Faible impact. Google PageRank Faible
impact. Jag-lovers - the Jaguar Enthusiasts' premier Internet site jag-lovers. Whois generated
by trustscam. The data in this record is provided by Public Interest Registry for informational
purposes only, and Public Interest Registry does not guarantee its accuracy. This service is
intended only for query-based access. You agree that you will use this data only for lawful
purposes and that, under no circumstances will you use this data to a allow, enable, or
otherwise support the transmission by e-mail, telephone, or facsimile of mass unsolicited,
commercial advertising or solicitations to entities other than the data recipient's own existing
customers; or b enable high volume, automated, electronic processes that send queries or data
to the systems of Registry Operator, a Registrar, or Afilias except as reasonably necessary to
register domain names or modify existing registrations. All rights reserved. Public Interest
Registry reserves the right to modify these terms at any time. By submitting this query, you
agree to abide by this policy. Envoyer revue pour jag-lovers. Enviar comentario. Get free,
customized ideas to outsmart competitors and take your search marketing results to the next
level with Alexa's Site Overview tool. Discover even more ideas with a free trial of Alexa's
Advanced Plan. You'll find the tools you need to drive more traffic, including:. These are
customized keyword recommendations this site could target to drive more traffic. Keyword
Gaps Keywords driving traffic to competitors, but not to this site. Easy-to-Rank Keywords
Popular keywords within this site's competitive power. Buyer Keywords Keywords that show a
high purchase intent. Optimization Opportunities Very popular keywords already driving some
traffic to this site. Topics that this site and its competitors published articles on that were
mentioned in public Twitter or Reddit posts. The competitors list can be found next to the
search input field above. These metrics show how this site compares to its competitors. The
average search traffic percentage for this site's competitors. The average bounce rate for this
site's competitors. Sites that share the same visitors and search keywords with this site, sorted
by most overlap to least overlap. A relative level of audience overlap between this site and
similar sites. A site with a higher score shows higher audience overlap than a site with lower
score. Alexa Rank is an estimate of this site's popularity. The rank is calculated using a
combination of average daily visitors to this site and pageviews on this site over the past 3
months. The site with the highest combination of visitors and pageviews is ranked 1. This chart
shows the Alexa Rank trend for this site over a trailing 90 day period. Improve results from

search and content marketing. Use Alexa's keyword research tools to:. This site is not gaining
any traffic from these keywords. If competitors are gaining traffic from the keyword, this may be
a good investment opportunity. An estimate of the traffic that competitors are getting for this
keyword. The score is based on the popularity of the keyword, and how well competitors rank
for it. The score ranges from 1 least traffic to most traffic. An estimate of how frequently this
keyword is searched across all search engines. The score ranges from 1 least popular to most
popular. Boost traffic by filling gaps. An estimate of how relevant a keyword is to this site. The
score is based on the keyword's relevance to other keywords that currently drive traffic to this
site. The score ranges from 1 least relevant to most relevant. How to find easy keywords. An
estimate of how difficult it is to rank highly for this keyword in organic search. The score ranges
from 1 least competition to most competition. Optimizing for buyer keywords. Growing traffic
for these popular keywords may be easier than trying to rank for brand new keywords.
Improving existing content. A competitor keyword analysis is a great way to find the best
keyword opportunities, and solidify your content marketing and SEO strategy. Benchmark and
track your performance relative to your competitors. Alexa's competitive analysis tools help you
identify competitor strengths and weaknesses you can leverage to get the edge. Use these to
compare website traffic against competitors, find gaps in your content and SEO strategy, or find
sites that share an audience. How to increase search traffic. Ordered by how many other
websites link to them, which can be used to evaluate a site's reputation on the internet. Also
referred to as 'Sites Linking In', this is the number of sites linking to jag-lovers. An estimate of
this site's popularity. Updated Daily. Competition exists in all industries. But how do you get
ahead of the competition when they are working to do the same? Measure your site's popularity
with Alexa's traffic analysis tools. Sign up for one of our pro plans to certify your site and
access:. Estimates are based on traffic patterns across millions of web users throughout the
world, and use data normalization to correct for biases. In global internet traffic and
engagement over the past 90 days. Get access to more tools with a free day trial of Alexa's
Advanced plan. Install the Alexa Browser Extension to get free competitive intelligence about
millions of websites while you browse the web. Welcome to Alexa's Site Overview Enter a site
above to get started. Overview Find, Reach, and Convert Your Audience Get free, customized
ideas to outsmart competitors and take your search marketing results to the next level with
Alexa's Site Overview tool. You'll find the tools you need to drive more traffic, including:
Keyword research Competitive analysis Content and SEO audits Audience analysis Website
traffic statistics Start Your Free Trial Keyword opportunities breakdown Keyword Opportunities
Breakdown These are customized keyword recommendations this site could target to drive
more traffic. Keyword Gaps. Keyword Opportunities Breakdown These are customized keyword
recommendations this site could target to drive more traffic. Top industry topics by social
Engagement Top Industry Topics by Social Engagement Topics that this site and its
competitors published articles on that were mentioned in public Twitter or Reddit posts.
Comparison metrics Comparison Metrics These metrics show how this site compares to its
competitors. Comparison Metrics These metrics show how this site compares to its
competitors. Search Traffic The percentage of organic search referrals to this site. Search
Traffic Competitor Average The average search traffic percentage for this site's competitors.
Bounce rate Percentage of visits to the site that consist of a single pageview. Bounce rate
Competitor Average The average bounce rate for this site's competitors. This site. No Data.
Competitor Average The average search traffic percentage for this site's competitors.
Competitor Average The average bounce rate for this site's competitors. Top Keywords by
traffic Top Keywords by Traffic Top organic keywords that are driving traffic to this site. Top
Keywords by Traffic Top organic keywords that are driving traffic to this site. Search Traffic.
Search Traffic Search Traffic The percentage of organic search referrals to this site that come
from this keyword. Similar Sites by Audience Overlap Similar Sites by Audience Overlap Sites
that share the same visitors and search keywords with this site, sorted by most overlap to least
overlap. How to use similar sites. Similar Sites by Audience Overlap Sites that share the same
visitors and search keywords with this site, sorted by most overlap to least overlap. Similar
sites. Alexa Rank. Daily Time on Site Average time in minutes and seconds that a visitor spends
on this site each day. This site ranks:. Daily Time on Site Daily Time on Site Average time in
minutes and seconds that a visitor spends on this site each day. Drive More Traffic Improve
results from search and content marketing. Keyword Gaps This site is not gaining any traffic
from these keywords. Avg Traffic to Competitors An estimate of the traffic that competitors are
getting for this keyword. Search Popularity An estimate of how frequently this keyword is
searched across all search engines. Keywords driving traffic to competitors, but not to this site
Keyword Gaps This site is not gaining any traffic from these keywords. Traffic to Competitors
Avg Traffic to Competitors An estimate of the traffic that competitors are getting for this

keyword. Search Popularity Search Popularity An estimate of how frequently this keyword is
searched across all search engines. Traffic to Competitors. Start free trial for all Keywords.
Easy-to-Rank Keywords. Easy-to-Rank Keywords This site does not rank for these popular
keywords, but they could if they wanted to. Relevance to this Site An estimate of how relevant a
keyword is to this site. Popular keywords within this site's competitive power Easy-to-Rank
Keywords This site does not rank for these popular keywords, but they could if they wanted to.
Relevance to this site Relevance to this Site An estimate of how relevant a keyword is to this
site. Buyer Keywords. Buyer Keywords These keywords include certain phrases commonly
associated with purchases. Organic Competition An estimate of how difficult it is to rank highly
for this keyword in organic search. Keywords that show a high purchase intent Buyer Keywords
These keywords include certain phrases commonly associated with purchases. Organic
Competition Organic Competition An estimate of how difficult it is to rank highly for this
keyword in organic search. Optimization Opportunities. Optimization Opportunities Growing
traffic for these popular keywords may be easier than trying to rank for brand new keywords.
Organic Share of Voice The percentage of all searches for this keyword that sent traffic to this
website. Very popular keywords already driving some traffic to this site. Organic Share of Voice
Organic Share of Voice The percentage of all searches for this keyword that sent traffic to this
website. How to Analyze Competitor Keywords A competitor keyword analysis is a great way to
find the best keyword opportunities, and solidify your content marketing and SEO strategy.
Outperform the Competition Benchmark and track your performance relative to your
competitors. Percentage overall site traffic from each channel. Start free trial for all sources.
Referral Sites. Sites by Referrals Ordered by how many other websites link to them, which can
be used to evaluate a site's reputation on the internet. About Sites Linking In. Sites by how
many other sites drive traffic to them Sites by Referrals Ordered by how many other websites
link to them, which can be used to evaluate a site's reputation on the internet. Start free trial for
all Referral Sites. Top Keywords. Search Traffic The percentage of organic search referrals to
this site that come from this keyword. Share of Voice Organic Share of Voice The percentage of
all searches for this keyword that sent traffic to this website. Audience Overlap Similar sites that
share the same visitors and search keywords with this site. Alexa Rank A relative level of
audience overlap between this site and similar sites. Similar Sites to This Site. Alexa Rank Alexa
Rank An estimate of this site's popularity. Start free trial for all Similar Sites. Traffic and
Performance Measure your site's popularity with Alexa's traffic analysis tools. Alexa Rank
Estimate Estimated Metrics Estimates are based on traffic patterns across millions of web users
throughout the world, and use data normalization to correct for biases. About estimated
metrics. Estimated Metrics Estimates are based on traffic patterns across millions of web users
throughout the world, and use data normalization to correct for biases. Audience Geography
Estimate Estimated Metrics Estimates are based on traffic patterns across millions of web users
throughout the world, and use data normalization to correct for biases. No Results Try
searching for a popular competing website instead, and then look at their traffic statistics. Try
Checking a Competing Website. Site Metrics Estimate Estimated Metrics Estimates are based
on traffic patterns across millions of web users throughout the world, and use data
normalization to correct for biases. Engagement Past 90 Days. Calculating Sites Linking In.
Total Sites Linking In Sites that link to this site, recalculated weekly. Start free trial for all Sites
Linking In. Recurring Site Audits give you an action plan to keep your site fully optimized for
search. Audience Analysis Tools identify the sites and topics your audience cares about most.
Backlink Analysis Tools identify link building and partnership opportunities to help grow your
authority and traffic. The largest and best supported Jaguar cars enthusiast site on the Internet!
Any use of this site implies absolute acceptance of our Terms and Conditions. Read these and
our FAQs to familiarise yourself with requirements before using the site. Served from Bergen,
Norway - Contact Us! More comprehensive Paid Ads with pictures can be placed at JagAds.
Jag-lovers is supported by JagWEB TM Use of the Jag-lovers logo or trademark name on sites
other than Jag-lovers itself in a manner implying endorsement of commercial activities
whatsoever is prohibited. The word 'Jaguar' and the leaping cat device, whether used separately
or in combination, are registered trademarks and are the property of Jaguar Cars, England.
Serving Enthusiasts since Currently with 3, members. Wednesday 24th February GMT. All
Adverts [41]. Browse Advert Category. Com for these. Mirroring or downloading of this site or
the publication of material or any extracts therefrom in original or altered form from these pages
onto other sites including reproduction by any other Jaguar enthusiast sites without express
permission violates our copyright and is prohibited. If you already have a membership pass,
please log in now. No membership yet? Then purchase your membership pass now.
Memberships do not automatically renew. If your pass expires, just purchase a new one your
log in credentials remain valid. Your credit card information is never retained by us. The only

information we keep on our servers is your email address and username you may use your
email address as your username if you wish. Your email address will never be shared with third
parties â€” we take security and privacy very seriously. This site will always be absolutely
commercial-free. No passwords are retained by us. If you forget your password, simply reset it a
link will be sent to your email address. As part of our site access process, cookies small bits of
data will be stored on your device. You may delete these cookies after site access if you wish;
they will be re-established if you log in subsequently. This is the most comprehensive coverage
of the Mk2 available anywhere. Restoration progresses through the major mechanical systems
and terminates with interior upholstery and troubleshooting. There are many ways to navigate.
For a broad overview, a complete Chronological listing begins with the first post on June 26,
through the final completion in late menu is only available if you have an access membership.
The Disassembly and Restoration menus display their respective posts in a format that follows
the organization of the Jaguar Service Manual. The Restoration menu also has download links
to wiring and CAD files. The right column has this shortcut bar:. Click the clock symbol for a
listing of the 35 most recent posts, starting with the most current one. Click the tag symbol for a
word cloud guide to the posts by process step. Click the quote bubble symbol for a list of
recent comments. Near the bottom of the right column is a small calendar. The calendar scrolls
by month; just click the red links at the bottom. Below the calendar is a drop-down list by major
category with the number of posts in parenthesis. Select a category and all relevant posts will
be listed. Finally, at the end of the right column are links that track current status in terms of
maintenance tasks, specifications, wood treatment, parts, and troubleshooting:. After
completed restoration in October Knowing the ownership history of a classic car increases its
value, and provides a perspective on its condition. The Mark II model was introduced to the
public on October 2, , and the first vehicles were sold about two months later. Based on the
chassis number and information from Jaguar Heritage, our Jaguar was dispatched from the
Jaguar factory on October 11, , registered in Coventry as DU, and sold to Glenn R. Smith, a U.
This helps to explain why the chassis and body have so little rust. A prior owner remembers
that Bohl obtained the car from the widow of the original owner in California or Nevada. Bohl
displayed the Jaguar in his store for many months, and it was then sold to a local Toledo man in
This buyer, for whatever reason, did not want the car, and it was advertised for sale again in late
Larry Erd, a Toledo car collector, traded his Kord for the Jaguar in He replaced the carpets,
clutch, and tail light. Some of the chrome was pitted, so several pieces, including the Jaguar
hood ornament, were replaced. Erd also switched to knockoff wire wheels, and made other
repairs. After extensive detailing, Erd entered the Jaguar in various competitions and did
extremely well. Erd also earned a third place finish in the national JCNA championship. In , for
example, the Jaguar earned When we purchased the Jaguar in March , it had 59, miles on the
odometer. Read more about the prior ownership history. Jaguar test drive video before
disassembly:. Valuation update. Graduation photos. Project completed! About Mk2 Restoration
Jaguar Mk2 blueprint. The Jaguar on the lift in May Glenn R. Smith USAF. Eric on a test drive in
May Last wash before disassembly June 2, Recent Posts Tags Recent Comments. Graduation
Valuation update 13 Nov, Graduation Graduation photos 24 Oct, Graduation Project completed!
Kriss Motors says:. Do all the doors have the same issue? You are correct Mark E. Cory says:.
Running into a problem with door fitment. This is a project Thank you for the reply. I thought I'd
be doing a Alas these aftermarket parts -- many made in India, China, Vietnam, My original brake
and clutch master cylinders were identical to those Thank you! I thought I was losing my mind
although this We ended up not using these guards for the same reason Aligning the padding
helps laying down the piping. Eric, I'd like to ask about the alignment of the foam, Eric, I am also
using a Skinner kit and have a Thank you for the prompt reply! Just as an FYI The Skinner kit,
as you have discovered, isn't exactly like the Let me say that this Thanks, but I meant the
door-width moldings that somehow attach through This is the lower B post molding and it
attaches with I'm confused about how to fasten the chrome strips on the The bolts you are
looking for have a pointed tip, but Hi I have started to restore a MK2 with a Our technique differs
from the official Jaguar Mk2 instructions. Jaguar suggests A bit confused on the backlight
sequence. Does the sealant go The radiator frame won't drop down past the connector from the
Current status Maintenance log Mk2 modified specification Mk2 restoration parts list Wood
treatment diary Punch list. Do you have to bundle up and still feel like an Ice Cube driving your
Jaguar in the Winter? Are you miserable and dripping with sweat driving your Jaguar in the
Summer? Replaces original Jaguar Part Number C Jaguar Manual AC Control. A manual control
switch for your Jaguar. A simple switch box designed to drop into one of the ski slope ashtrays.
Sleek design allows ashtray lid to close, retaining the appearance of the original Jaguar interior.
Provides two switches. Servo's are not available new, so why risk installing a used salvage yard
servo and damaging an expensive Amplifier. Free Download. Ranco Thermostat. The Ranco

Thermostat protects the power feed to the compressor clutch and is located on the on the right
side of the evaporator case behind the dash under panel. The Ranco Thermostat is designed to
sense temperature of the system at the evaporator, preventing evaporator freeze-up. Currently
in BETA testing. A collection of cars and parts we've renovated with passion. As an avid owner
and collector of Jaguar automobiles, I became tired of sweating in the summer heat or freezing
in the winter cold because my XJ-S AC amplifier had a mind of its own. Jag-Aire, LLC. Sales
Jag-Aire. Jaguar Model Range for Item is original used and tested for functionality. Gary
Crosby. Contact US. Contact Us. Thanks for submitting! This group seems pretty well
connected, therefore my plea for help. Does anyone know of a source for 'obsolete' tires such
as the Pirelli Cinturato x I understand that new Avons and Michelin are available, however I
would prefer and older radial tread style and fabric belts. What is the hot set-up? Since many of
the performance cars now use 16 inch tires, are any of them narrow enough is mm too wide. I'd
appreciate hearing from any of you out there that have experience with these tires. The tires that
are on the car are at least 30 years old. The tread is almost unworn, but I don't trust them. I am a
new member to this group. I am currently doing a complete restoration on it. The body is now
complete and probably better than new. Also, I have some very special spats that came with the
car. I have never seen another pair like them. They are cut out and show most of the wheel. I
believe they call them Coombes type on Mark II. They look great. I have seen many cars through
the past 25 years, but never anything like them. I've had very good luck using Pirelli's x 16 but I
was dinged for them as "not authentic for the period" at a recent show even tho' I showed my
car as a driver. I have been very satisfied with the AVONs. We have both cold winters and very
hot summers and the flat spots on the tires go away within one block of my house. My only
problem was never being able to get enough straight line traction due to wheel spin.. When I
finally made a smooth run at reduced throttle, I got the best time in my class. I finished about
8th from the top in overall speed, including the Race prepared. Not too bad for a 98, mile
home-built engine. I guess I got carried away with my fun--I strongly recommend British Wire
Wheels for all tires and wheel repairs. Their number is If you find anything out of date please let
me know and I'll update. I just looked on their Homepage and Pirelli is not listed as one of their
brands. Nonetheless, it might be worth a call or an e-mail inquiry. I bought my Dunlop
Roadspeeds from him at a not too outrageous price and he seemed both knowledgeable and
well stocked. Let me know what you find. British Wire Wheels now has a - 16 radial for your car.
The only way to go if you are going to drive it. I have been looking for about a year for modern
type Radial cord tires for my XK I checked with Coker tire and their Michelin X x16 was all that
was available. I'm not too impressed with the tire from a previous experence. Then I found out
that this size isn't an equivalent to the original x The radial equivelant for x16 is x16 and nobody
seems to make this size. I was almost ready to buy some bias cord tires when I heard of a tire
that Bridgestone had developed for the Toyota Rav4. A R16, the sidewall height is the same as
the x We did a test mount on a rim and it looked right with no fitting problems. It will even fit in
the spare tire tray and the lid will close. I fitted a set to my car last weekend, what a change it
made. It corners like it is on rails. Bill, Interesting story re the RAV 4 tyres: if they really fit OK
and are that good, you may have done us all a great service in making this find. My old Pirellis
on the S are on their last legs just kept them going by replacing the worst one last year with a
secondhand one that was not bad at all but they are old and hard. Otherwise, it would be Avon
Turbospeeds which are good but do not seem to hang on as well as the radials. By the way, the
Pirellis are x 16 too. Many 4 x 4 tyres are rated at sub mph speeds. Even if you don't want to go
faster than that, there may be insurance problems with fitting low speed rated tyres. Have a set
on my 'S and they seem fine. Is that high or low speed? Regards, Jim Voorhies. Both tread
patterns appear to be open road orientated rather than an off road pattern. Hope this is of some
help. I will be checking out pricing as they may be a viable alternative to the new 16in Avon
radials which are on the expensive side. Well, OK, so long as you don't have a C type or a S!
Years ago, I had the speedo needle wavering around mph wouldn't be game these days
however. I also did mph on the Jabbeke motorway in Belgium but that was in a V12 Coupe.
Incidentally, I always wondered if the speed rating meant more than just a speed rating i. The
ratings on the tyres are kind of important in countries where there is no general speed limit, like
Germany. Good luck, don't break your neck at any of those speeds. What did the original XK
manual say to that subject refering to Dunlop road speed tyres 6. It said pump up your tyres to
35 lbs per sqinch and more and forget comfort. Another issue is the load rating. Truck, and 4X4,
tyres are made for heavy loads and as a result will not handle well. They will also ride very
rough because the side walls do not flex. Take how many miles do you expect to do a year and
divide that into the expected life of the tyre. Take that number and divide it into the cost of the
tyre and yopu should get a number around That will be your cost per year of tyre operation. Go
to "Before you buy" and peruse the various topics such as "reading the sidewall", "speed

rating", and etc. George, according to German law, it is sustained speed, i. On wire wheels
these will need tubes, won't they? Watch out that you get the right stem size for the stem hole in
your rim. There are two sizes. My math says the tires are about 8. But I also think we are
splitting hairs here. I feel, if you are going to go fast, get the best damn tyre there is, no buts
about it. I don't whine about cost when my, and my wife's lives are at stake. Dave, Accoding to
my tire expert and his fit book the Jag rim is the minimum width for this tire. If it was a 60 series
it wouldn't work. But the 70 series will fit. The x16 outside sidewall is 6. On the R16 outside
sidewall 7. I hope these measurments help. Is there any interference with the turn radius, spring
shackles, etc. Also, mm does convert to 8. Maybe that is the sidewall width under load? Bill, I'm
curious as to what inflation pressure you have used on these tires, as well as your opinion
regarding the 'look' of the tires on the car. Thanks - William C. Does anyone know of a more
reasonably priced tyre? I heard something about a Bridgestone but have no details. Waiting for
rubber in St. Louis - Brad Bloomquist. Yes mm does convert to 8. Yup my math is the same as
yours!!! But sidewall width will change depending on rim width. In theory this should be 6
inches for this tire. But most tires of this dimension were made for rims narrower than the Jag
rims. The old Ford rim that took this size of tire, as I recall, was around a 4" width so it is
reasonable to expect that a wider tire on a minimum width rim would drop from 8. I haven't
found any interference between these tires and anything under the car. My biggest concern was
the side wall to rear fender clearance but there does seem to be sufficent room with these tires.
The only down side to these tires is the steering effort required when I park on the concrete slab
in front of my shop. These tires have a much larger road contact area and seem to be a softer
tread composition and I expect this is why more effort is required in parking. I just measured my
Avon Torbospeeds on steel rims. The sidewall width is pretty close to 7. I started out with 30
lbs. That was good then went up to 32lbs. Had only one day to play with pressures and then the
weather went bad so I haven't been out since. The roads are very rough with frost heaves so I
can't get a good idea about preasures untill mid April. Recent traffic on this list concluded that
the Firestones are no longer made, but were OK while they were around. The Avons sound
good, but may not be available much longer either someone suggested - taken over? Any more
info available? Brad- I have been gone for awhile so I just saw your note re: radial tires. These
were originally produced in the early '60s and have been brought back in some of the original
"vintage" sizes such as X I not only drive my car quite a bit but also in a "spirited" manner so
radials were something I was looking for and these Firestones look good and perform very well.
I don't recall what I paid for them 5 years ago but they were among the most reasonable and I
believe represent an excellent value. I've only recently had apparently the definitive advice on
16" radials for XK's, certainly as far as Australian market is concerned, but should be same
situation elsewhere. Apparently the moulds etc were sold out to USA, where there became a
legal problem with making the x16" tyre with only an "S" speed rating. Apparently they then
tried half heartedly to re-e
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stablish manufacture in New Zealand but not interested. So no more Firestone 16" Cavallino.
I'm hoping my current Cavallino's last long enough for a new manufacturing base is found!
Depends whether you want to drive or show your XK. Brad, also available are: 1. Michelin
X-Course 6. Pirelli Cinturato VR 16 expensive and still not produced. They look like baloons on
the car,quite larger than R But you get all 4 tires for the price of one Pirelli. I paid Preference for
makers other than Dunlop and Pirelli. If anyone can help me in this regard, I shall appreciate a
response as soon as possible. I have found them to be consistently the lowest price. I have not
yet bought any tyres for my XK so I have no idea how this price compares to others. Check the
bog club magazines or Jaguar World. Avons should still be available, or Michelin X. See website
for discussions re availabilty and opinions. If you have any questions or comments send e-mail
to: ted jag-lovers. Main Page. Back to the Library.

